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Virginia Park
'We have owned the property in Chapel Square for over 20 years and this year is the first
time we have spent a lot of time on Virginia Park. We are very impressed by the state of
the grounds and gardens and think they are the best we have seen them. All credit
to Wayne Pearce and Jane Pettett for their excellent work, it is clear they enjoy the work
they are doing. Keep up the good work!' - Keith & Anita Day, Residents

Biodiversity at Howbery Business Park
'Great effort by Ben Nash and Peter Higgs along with Robin Sergi, Contract
Manager at Howbery Business Park, as they on the recent dedicated time and effort
to some biodiversity features including bug hotels and wood piles at the business
park' – Jon Fraser

Critical gritting service for Covid-19 vaccination clinic’s
The gritting team were called to two Oxford sites, East Oxford Health Centre and The
Leys House Centre, to ensure overnight gritting carried out at the covid vaccination
clinics. Our efficient response was much appreciated by the client understanding we
were delivering a service at short notice for non-contracted sites during one of the
busiest nights of the season.
'Our team, including Johnny Cantlay, Oxford Territory Operator, really did pull it out
the bag to get these sites serviced, especially knowing the importance of being
Vaccine Centres' - Nik Tozer
'Wow – this is incredible! Thank you ever so much Nik, this is really appreciated and
helps with the national Covid vaccine programme. Our clients will be over the moon
with this'. 😊 - Anne Wallace-Greening, Engie

Gritting Success
'We have over 4,000 live gritting sites this season. This is a great achievement given
COVID and is largely due to the efforts of the gritting sales team who have won 843
new sites.
This includes 2 of the sales team who have both won over 200 sites each –
CONGRATS TO THEM and the rest of the team' - Peter Fane

A late notice gritting run out of the Essex Depot for Ian Carter's team.
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6753701944423923713/

Our congratulations to Sheridan Cope and his wife, Kat on the birth of their son,
Ryan Oliver, born on the 4th December weighing 8lb 6oz.

Congratulations to Dulcie Cullen-Wall and James on the birth of their daughter,
Sienna Mai on 11th December weighing 8Ib 3oz.

